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Gu Mingchen took his clothes, buttoned up his shirt and opened the door to go out.

Su Xuyan turned his head and saw the man holding the exact same set of clothes.

He put on a smug smile on his face and threw the clothes back to the store assistant, “I
don’t like clothes worn by others. Get me a new one.”

The assistant was stunned a little while looking at Gu Mingchen and blushed.

He had a better figure than professional models.

The clothes he put on only further outlined the attractiveness of his physique.

He had broad shoulders; a small waist; and a body that exuded the smell of testosterone
which made people’s hearts race.

How could someone look so fine in the real world?

Gu Mingchen passed by Su Xuyan indifferently without taking any heed of his sarcasm.

He handed the clothes to the cashier and said in a deep voice, “Wrap it up for me.”

“Sure, do you prefer to pay by cash or PayPal?” The assistant asked shyly with a slight blush
on her face.

Gu Mingchen didn’t say anything but he handed over a black card to the assistant.

A black card?

This type of card couldn’t be obtained by just an average wealthy person. The person right in
front must be someone influential and powerful.

Su Xuyan had his hazy eyes locked on Gu Mingchen and grinned maliciously.



He also took out a black card. Holding it with his fingers, he handed it to the assistant,
“Wrap all of the Black Series 190 for me except the one on that person’s hand.”

The assistant’s eyes lit up at once.

Did fortune just smile on her today?

One was a cool and handsome man who gave off a smell of unattainable desires; Another
one was a charming, fine guy who made people fidgeted and pinched their lips.

The point was that they were all wealthy.

“Sure.” The assistant said in excitement.

Standing upright without any ripples in his plain eyes, Gu Mingchen turned his head and
glanced at Su Xuyan nonchalantly. It was a clear provoke.

Then, Su Xuyan vapidly took out a piece of golden business card from his wallet and put it
on the counter, “Send them to this address.”

“Okay, sure!” The assistant respectfully took the card.

Su Xuyan sneered again before exiting the shop.

“Wow, what a handsome man. Is he a celebrity? He has a good temperament.” A group of
salespersons collectively became infatuated.

Gu Mingchen eyes sank as deep as the vast ocean.

He took the clothes and walked towards the door of the changing room then knocked on the
door twice, “He’s gone. You may come out now!”

Bai Rong walked out and saw the invoice in his hand, “How much is it? I thought I said I’ll
buy it?”

“I’ve already paid for that. Let’s talk about it some other time.” Gu Mingchen looked at her
deeply.



Bai Rong was conscience-stricken upon being looked at, “Well, I happen to have something
to do, so I’ll leave now. I know your preference now, so I’ll buy it for you next time.”

“Let me send you back.” The man said in a deep voice.

For some reason, Bai Rong felt that he was not in a good mood. It was about the same as
when they first met each other.

She was embarrassed and said, “It’s okay. I have an appointment with a friend.”

Finished speaking, she nodded at him and left as though she was escaping.

Gu Mingchen looked at her back while raising his eyebrows and the sharpness of his facial
features gradually became more solid.

He called Su Junhao in a commanding tone, “Come out and have a drink with me.”

Su Junhao paused for a moment, “My friend and I have an appointment at Shuiyunjian. Do
you want to join us?”

“I’ll be there in a while.” Gu Mingchen hung up the call and walked out hastily.

Outside Shuiyue International, Bai Rong walked alone on the road.

There were things that couldn’t be solved by avoiding it; There were things that must be
confronted eventually.

She called Su Xuyan. He answered, but remained silent.

“I want to have a peaceful talk with you. Are you free now?” Bai Rong asked in a cheerless
tone.

“I’m at your house.” Su Xuyan hung up as soon as he finished speaking.

There were lingering fears as Bai Rong recalled the events that happened before. She
bought a pepper spray at the drugstore before returning home.



Su Xuyan sat on the sofa with an antique walnut rotating between his fingers on one hand,
and playing with his phone on another. There was a wry grin on his face.

He seemed to be in a good mood. When she sat across him, she accidentally peeped the
screen of his chat.

Heartless Person: My wife didn’t agree at first. But as soon as she heard that you are
coming, she agreed. Rebel, your charm is remarkable.

Rebel: Who else is with you apart from your family?

Heartless Person: Lee brought his new favorite here; She is a movie star with a super hot
body. Jie, will your wife come as well?

Su Xuyan looked at Bai Rong, and she immediately retracted her gaze. She knew Rebel was
the username of Su Xuyan and Heartless Person was probably his friend.

“Shall we go to the Civil Affairs Bureau tomorrow if you are free?” Bai Rong asked softly.

Su Xuyan’s eyes flashed a sorrowful look and put his phone away, “Accompany me to a
place tonight.”

“Where?” Bai Rong alerted.

“You’ll know when you are there.”

“I don’t want to.” Bai Rong refused immediately.

Su Xuyan flashed a sly grin, “Don’t you want to get what you have always wanted? You know
full well that if you anger me, your future will be miserable. A word from me will decide if you
will lose your job.”

Bai Rong couldn’t help hating him. She must be out of her mind to love a nasty person like
him back then.

“Why are you taking me there tonight?” Bai Rong asked suspiciously and squinted her eyes.
She wanted to grasp the situation.



“Meet up with Zhang Zi and the rest. Heartless Person is his username. They are eager to
meet you,” Su Xuyan said lightly.

“We are getting a divorce soon. There is no reason for me to meet your friends. Things
would be awkward if we meet them again in the future right?” Bai Rong stood up.

“Awkward or not is a topic for another time. But if you’re not going with me later, it will be
awkward for me. You know the price of offending me. Get changed and let’s go,” Su Xuyan
said without giving any room for resistance.

“You will agree to the divorce if I go, right?” Bai Rong asked coldly.

Su Xuyan raised his chin arrogantly with a contemptuous look and put on a wicked smile,
“Why do you think I am not divorcing you?”

“Ok. I’ll get changed and go with you.” Bai Rong entered the room and locked it.

She disliked Su Xuyan’s friends. They were all of the same kind; every single one of them
was a womanizer. Their love for an opulent, decadent and hedonistic life made things even
more unbearable for her.

She deliberately put on jeans, sneakers, and a conservative checkered shirt; then tied her
hair in an old-fashioned manner and wore a pair of black frame glasses.

She tried to be as old-fashioned as she could be considering that she would say goodbye to
those scumbags after today.

Su Xuyan frowned in dissatisfaction as Bai Rong came out of the room, “Are you a country
bumpkin? Why is your attire so unfashionable?”

“What’s wrong? My dressing sense is always this bad.” Bai Rong answered nonchalantly
with a little provocative tone.

Su Xuyan shrugged his shoulders and changed to his usual smug grin, “Not really! This
looks unique and innocent too.”

Bai Rong really detested the look of his eyes. He seemed to be taking her as a prey, which
was very dangerous.



He threw the car key to her, “You drive. Shuiyunjian.”
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Bai Rong glanced at Su Xuyan in the rear mirror as she drove. The man was texting with his
head down.

His hair fell on one side, covering half of his eyes and leaving a shadow on the bridge of his
nose.

To be fair, this man looked fine and was very charming. Any simple move and gesture could
easily touch the hearts of most women.

Even without all the wealth and authority, there would be a lot of girls who’d like him for the
looks and temperament alone.

But she would not be one of them anymore. Looking like an angel on the outside, but the
man was in fact a devil.

Su Xuyan glanced at Bai Rong with a smirk and spoke in a soft voice, “What are you looking
at? Stop showing me that obsessive look every time. I’m gonna puke.”

Bai Rong retracted her eyes and looked straight ahead.

Su Xuyan was great at making people feel uncomfortable. Whatever, she didn’t bother to
explain anymore. They were going to divorce tomorrow, might as well get along with each
other for now.

“She is already on her way.” Su Xuyan replied in a good mood after mocking his wife.

“Cool, My wife has been waiting for you since forever. She’s going to give you a big surprise.”
Zhang Zi said in exhilaration.

Su Xuyan didn’t turn back, but looked at Bai Rong gloomily.

She curled up her hair and exposed her fair neck; It was beautiful.



He was somewhat reluctant to let Zhang Zi have fun with her. “Behave well tonight.” Su
Xuyan said meaningfully. I might let you go if you behave well.

He wanted to scare her since she was being disobedient recently, so he made her attend the
Wife Exchange activity.

About half an hour later, the car stopped in front of the entrance of Shuiyunjian.

Su Xuyan got off the back seat first and commanded her without even looking back, “Catch
up.”

Bai Rong held her bag tightly while following him behind and arrived at the door of room
302.

He knocked using the Su Family secret code. Tap twice; pause; tap three times; pause again;
last tap. And the door was opened.

The moment the door was opened, Bai Rong saw a beautiful young woman in a strange
attire. It looked like a swimsuit, with the rabbit ears as headband and a rabbit tail behind.

She blushed and smiled with the whip in both of her hands while looking at Su Xuyan
delicately then said, “Your slave has been waiting for her Master here for a long time.”

Bai Rong’s heart froze for a moment and felt odd.

“Rebel, she is my wife. Isn’t she pretty?” Zhang Zi panted and said.

Bai Rong looked at Zhang Zi subconsciously. He was holding a girl and doing some
vigorous activities with her. Her face looked familiar; A small-time actress named Song or
something.

There was another man standing behind the girl, who seemed to be a friend of Su Xuyan,
but she couldn’t recall his name.

It didn’t take her long to figure out what they were doing. Bai Rong turned around and
wanted to leave.

Su Xuyan held her hand; pushed her into the room, and then locked the door.



Bai Rong slapped Su Xuyan in his face with her reddened eyes, “You seriously disgust me!”

Su Xuyan’s eyes gleamed and he held Bai Rong’s wrist, “You should learn from other women
on how to please men.”

“Let me out.” Bai Rong took out her hand, but he pushed her hard onto the sofa.

He sat next to her then clamped her arm before she could get up and ordered the slave with
a livid look, “Let her see what a woman should do for men to like her.”

“Yes, Master.” The slave kneels before Su Xuyan and unzips his pants.

Bai Rong looked away while Su Xuyan kicked the slave hard. “Ah!” The little slave fell onto
the ground. “How was the kick? Did it feel good?” He asked maliciously.

“Thank you, Master, for kicking me.” The little slave answered tenderly without any hint of
anger.

“Wash my feet clean.” Su Xuyan ordered. The slave knelt over and took off Su Xuyan’s shoes,
socks and put his toes in her mouth.

Bai Rong was about to vomit, her stomach was tumbling uncomfortably, so she covered her
mouth.

Su Xuyan pinched her chin and swung it over in elation to let her face him.

“Now you know why I don’t like you?” Su Xuyan smirked with a contemptuous tone.

“Thank you for not liking me, so let’s just divorce. You and I do not belong in the same
world.” Bai Rong said coldly.

Su Xuyan gritted his teeth in displeasure and shook off Bai Rong’s chin: “Zhang Zi, don’t you
always want to play with her? Bring it in.”

“Yeah, thanks Rebel.” Zhang Zi replied excitedly and cast the actress aside.

Bai Rong looked at his… thing… An uncontrollable nausea hit her so she ran to the bathroom
and threw up.



Su Xuyan’s gaze was locked on Bai Rong sharply.

“Master, I’ve washed it clean. Your slave begs for a carrot for she is hungry.” The slave said
tenderly.

“Granted.” Su Xuyan leaned on the sofa with his forehead propped while looking at his wife.

The slave unzipped his pants.

Zhang Zi rushed to the bathroom, knelt on the ground and shouted slyly, “Your Majesty, you
are the Queen of my dreams and I will be your slave from now on.”

Zhang Zi hugged Bai Rong’s leg and rubbed his face against her knee.

That sent Bai Rong’s hairs standing on the end and goosebumps were all over her.

Her husband was a scum; So were his friends.

Looking up, she met Su Xuyan’s sharp gaze; the look in her eyes turned from panic to
become still and clear.

The more frightened she was, the more she was unable to change the situation. She needed
to escape.

Bai Rong lowered her head and looked at Zhang Zi, “Kneel.”

Zhang Zi’s eyes popped out of his head and knelt as his tongue moved towards her
sneakers.

Bai Rong frowned and kicked Zhang Zi away, but he spared no trouble to come over.

“Are there ropes and tape?” Bai Rong asked patiently.

“Are you going to play bondage?” Zhang Zi never expected that someone as noble and
glamorous like Bai Rong would be so avant-garde.

“Don’t want that?” Bai Rong asked.



“Yes! Yes! Please tie me up.” Zhang Zi said slowly.

Bai Rong walked into the next room. Su Xuyan frowned his eyebrows in irritation. No matter
what the slave did, he didn’t react at all.

Zhang Zi took the tools into the room wickedly.

Bai Rong retracted her eyes to look out of the window. They were on the third floor, 6 meters
above the ground. Even if she fell from the third floor, she should not die.

“Your Majesty, I’ve bought what you asked for.” Zhang Zi knelt on the floor and handed the
rope and tape over to her.

She took the tools over and glanced at the chair, “Sit.”

The bastard immediately sat down.

Bai Rong tied him several times to make sure he couldn’t break free.

“Your Majesty, please whip me. Destroy me and tease me!” Zhang Zi said eagerly.

Bai Rong sealed his mouth, opened the window and crawled out of it.

Seeing that Bai Rong was about to escape, Zhang Zi yelled, “Mmm…”

His voice could be heard from the room.
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“It seems like Zhang Zi is having a lot of fun in there.” Mr. Chen was tempted and became
restless. As it would be his turn after Zhang Zi.

Bai Rong was a stunning beauty; her quiet elegance and haughtiness gave the impression
that she was someone hard to get close to.

He had ill intentions about her for the longest time and he would not miss the opportunity to
get her.



He had even brought the blue pill. All he wanted was to have some real fun this time. It
didn’t matter if he couldn’t move for the next two days.

The chance would be very slim if he missed this opportunity to…with Bai Rong. The
likelihood of another chance was slim to none.

Su Xuyan glanced at Mr. Chen. Although Mr. Chen was moving vigorously, his eyes had been
fixed on the room where Bai Rong was. He was irritated by the fact that someone else was
coveting his wife.

He pushed the slave away and walked towards Bai Rong’s room. She was still hanging on
the window. She wanted to step on the air-conditioning shelf on the second floor but there
was still a bit of gap.

Right then, a person on the second floor opened the window.

“Ma’am, do you need a hand?” A man’s voice could be heard.

Bai Rong was afraid that she might encounter another scum like Zhang Zi again, so she
dared not respond casually.

When she heard someone knocking on the door, she became frightened and immediately
said, “Yes, thank you.”

Su Junhao took a chair to the window, stepped on the chair and carried Bai Rong in. He was
surprised to find the woman was actually Bai Rong: “It’s you?”

“Do you know me?” Bai Rong asked suspiciously.

Gu Mingchen raised his head the moment he heard Bai Rong’s voice and looked at her.
“What are you doing here?”

Bai Rong was shocked too when she heard Gu Mingchen’s voice. Nevertheless, her heart
felt a huge relief when she saw him.

“I’m out of words.” Bai Rong was too embarrassed to let anyone know that her husband was
in a Wife Exchange event. After this incident, she could no longer go on with Su Xuyan.

Su Junhao looked at Gu Mingchen, and turned to look at Bai Rong again.



His friend had started drinking as soon as he arrived and didn’t respond to any questions.
Gu Mingchen rarely felt so depressed. Which was why Su Junhao suspected that it was
related to the woman before him.

“Did you drink?” He asked Bai Rong.

Bai Rong didn’t understand why he asked that question but she still answered honestly, “No.
What’s the matter?”

“Great. We all did and Mingchen drank the most. He didn’t bring anyone here today, so it
would be great if you could help to send him back.” Su Junhao said with a smile.

Bai Rong looked at Gu Mingchen with a little confusion in her mind. It would be mean if she
rejected since they saved her earlier; But if she didn’t reject, things would be hard to deal
with. She didn’t want to have too much contact with Gu Mingchen.

“Let’s go, I have something to do.” Gu Mingchen stood up and handed the car key to Bai
Rong.

Only then did she realize what kind of stupid thing she had done after she took the key from
his hand.

No one said anything in the car and it was an awkward silence.

Gu Mingchen sat in the rear seats with his eyes blazingly locked on Bai Rong in the rear
mirror.

The light of the streetlamp flickered into his dark eyes. It was as if a ferocious beast was
lingering inside.

“Bai Rong.” Gu Mingchen shouted.

His sudden yell startled Bai Rong, “Yes!”

“I remember you owed me a meal, right?” Gu Mingchen said in a deep voice.

“Yes, that’s right.”



“There is a supermarket in front. Let’s go get some groceries. I haven’t eaten dinner yet.” Gu
Mingchen spoke in an orderly tone, which could not be rejected.

Bai Rong did not refuse as she had to pay back what she owed. “What do you want to eat?”
She asked softly.

“Does that mean you will give me whatever I want to eat?” He spoke in such an odd tone
which made it easy for people to get the wrong idea.

Bai Rong’s face flushed slightly, “Well that depends on whether there are any in the
supermarket?”

He was a bit irritated. He drank too much just now, so he was talking nonsense.

“Make your specialty.” Gu Mingchen abruptly suppressed his emotions.

It didn’t take them long to reach the supermarket. After parking his car, Bai Rong pushed the
cart to the food area.

Gu Mingchen put his hands on the cart lightly without saying anything. They looked like a
pair of young couples. Just less than 15 minutes, and there were carrots, onions, meat
slices, winter melon, ribs and eggs in the cart. Done with the vegetables, they then
proceeded to the seafood area.

“Now is the season to eat crayfish. It’s my specialty too. Are you ok with that?” Bai Rong
asked.

“Yeah.” He uttered the sound from his throat and a little uneasiness flashed across in his
eyes.

Bai Rong’s phone rang. She frowned the moment she saw that it was Su Xuyan. Just right,
she had something to tell him too.

“Excuse me.” She stepped aside and answered.

“Where are you?” Su Xuyan asked impatiently while driving.

“I’ve had enough. When are we getting divorced?” Bai Rong was more annoyed than the man
was.



“You are the one who insisted on marrying me back then, but now you want to get a divorce.
Well, I’m sorry, I haven’t had enough of you yet.” Su Xuyan hung up irritably.

Bai Rong had a strong urge to smash her phone. Even her fingernails that were holding the
phone turned white.

“You want a divorce?” Gu Mingchen stood beside her since God knew when.

Bai Rong paused. It’s always embarrassing when their unbearable family affairs were seen
by others.

“Yeah.” She replied out of her unwillingness to say more and headed back to the seafood
area for the crayfishes.

Looking at her effeminate back, Gu Mingchen’s mood finally improved after a gloomy
evening.

It was the peak hour for grocery shopping, so the queue was long. There were more than 20
people ahead of them.

Playing with the onion in her hand boringly, Bai Rong figured it would take a while before it
was their turn, so she said to Gu Mingchen, “Give me a minute. I will go get a box of gum
real quick.”

“Okay.” The man nodded.

The queue was slowly making him impatient, so he made a call, “I’m queuing in the
supermarket at Shuiyue International. There are too many people. Ask someone to deal with
it.”

Not long after, Bai Rong came over with the chewing gum. She was surprised to find Gu
Mingchen the only one at the counter, while the rest of the counters were full of people.
“Why don’t they queue at this counter?”

“There is no need to check out here.” The man took the chewing gum over and put it in the
bag before going straight to the exit.

Behind him, Bai Rong asked suspiciously: “Are you abusing your military power?”



“No, my family owns this supermarket.”

Bai Rong, “…”

Reaching their car, Gu Mingchen put those plastic bags in the trunk. Bai Rong could see
those sex toys Liu Yan bought for her in it too. Her face immediately turned a crimson red,
and she hurried towards the driver seat while the man went to the passenger seat.

“Please help to fasten my seat belt.” Gu Mingchen said in a deep voice. Even though Bai
Rong felt that his request was too much, she still did it anyway. Perhaps he is used to being
served by the subordinates.

Gu Mingchen stared at her rosy cheek and blew his breath on her face. It was the smell of
alcohol that was still lingering with a charming taste.

Just when she lifted her head up to look at the man, he had already reached out to kiss her,
with his hand pressing the back of her head. Bai Rong tried to struggle in shock. However,
the strength of his hand was so great that she couldn’t move at all, and could do nothing
when his tongue entered her mouth…
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The kiss was wildly domineering and rampant. A strong masculine hormone rushed straight
into her head. Before this, she thought she was being self-sentimental that Gu Mingchen
had a thing for her, but what about now? He likes me!

Bai Rong’s heartbeat was racing rapidly, as if it was about to pop out of her throat. She
pushed his shoulder hard as she was losing oxygen; There were buzzes in her head and her
body was getting hotter.

He finally let go of her after a long time. Two tiny versions of herself could be seen reflected
in his eyes.

Bai Rong was reaching out her hand to slap the man, but he was faster than her to grab her
wrist in no time. As a soldier, speed indeed was his forte.



The woman was exasperated and said in a somber tone, “Am I a lowly person in your eyes?
So lowly that any man can kiss me anytime without feeling ashamed.”

“I’m not a person who kisses just anyone.” Gu Mingchen said in a deep voice.

Bai Rong’s heart trembled, wondering what Gu Mingchen meant. His words were too
ambiguous and there was a strong sense of aggression in it.

“You are drunk, and I am a married woman.” Bai Rong’s voice was shaking and she
immediately put up a barrier with him.

With a pair of deep eyes, he let go of her hand and leaned back onto the chair, “Drive.”

Drive? How on Earth would she dare go to the man’s house under such a situation? “I’m not
going anymore.” Bai Rong was afraid of staying together with him so she tried to push the
door open. But before she could go down, she heard her deep voice, ““You better be good
before I change my mind. I cannot guarantee what would happen if you defy me.”

His solemn gaze further reinforced his oppression. The man was not joking.

Bai Rong was at the edge of breaking down under the pressure. He was a great leader and
she was a doctor. Who was she to provoke the man?

“What do you want?” Bai Rong closed the car door in frustration.

“I want to know that too.” Gu Mingchen said in an irritated tone while turning his face away
and rested his eyes.

His chest was undulating and it highlighted the unstableness of his heart, but he was
experienced enough to hide it.

Bai Rong couldn’t help but glance at Gu Mingchen. They were all grown-ups. She understood
those things between a man and a woman. Sometimes, it was just two lonely souls seeking
comfort from each other.

She didn’t want to be like Su Xuyan. That’s why she had been strict to herself and stuck to
the bottom line of her principle. She would not play with emotions, let alone succumbing to
lustful pleasures.



With silence in the car all the way, they reached the military base. Gu Mingchen opened his
eyes; the depth of his pupils was boundless.

“Go straight, turn at the third intersection and drive one kilometer straight ahead.”

Bai Rong followed his instructions and they soon arrived at the door of his apartment. She
actually knew the route because she had been here once and it was Lieutenant Shang who
sent her back.

Lieutenant Shang ran over immediately when he saw Gu Mingchen’s car coming and opened
the door respectfully. The man stepped out of the car first, followed by Bai Rong. Without
even turning his head back, he ordered, “Give me the hangover pill.”

Seeing that the man was in a bad mood, it made her a little depressed. This man is just
bizarre. She opened the trunk and took out all the groceries, but they didn’t stay long in her
hand before Lieutenant Shang took it over. Bai Rong took a glance at Liu Yan’s gifts and
decided to leave it where it was, then went straight into the kitchen.

After Gu Mingchen finished drinking the hangover soup, he looked towards the kitchen. Bai
Rong was busy cooking there. He picked up a book, but his focus was not on it at all. It felt
good to kiss her. If it wasn’t for her unwillingness, he would have taken the next step in the
car.

He had always been abstinent, so he couldn’t figure out why he would have such a strong
impulse towards Bai Rong. An hour passed in his distraught, and strong aroma filled the
house. Gu Mingchen put down his book and went to the kitchen.

“It’s gonna take a while before we can start the meal.” Bai Rong explained.

He glanced at the table. All the ingredients were washed, cut, and some were stewed. The
smell of the crayfish was especially rich.

“Do you cook often?” Gu Mingchen asked.

“I used to cook a lot back when I lived with my mother.”

His eyes gradually tightened and a hint of unhappiness could be seen, “Don’t you cook for
your husband?”



“He doesn’t eat what I make.” She said lightly.

Recalling that Su Xuyan said to never eat what she made, a flash of pain flooded her heart.
Not that she was still in love with him, but she just felt that she did not deserve that.

“Has he never tried your cooking before?” Gu Mingchen’s eyes gradually relaxed.

“Yeah.” Bai Rong replied and poured out the crayfish.

“While we wait for other dishes, you may eat the crayfish first.” Bai Rong passed by him
while carrying the dish and put it on the table.

“You mentioned that you like to eat crayfish, right?” Gu Mingchen asked peacefully.

“Most people love it.” Bai Rong passed by him again and went back to the kitchen.

When she came out with other dishes, there were already a lot of shelled crayfish on the
table. But Gu Mingchen didn’t eat any of it at all. Instead, he lay it out nicely on a plate.

Upon seeing her, he handed the plate to her and said in a deep voice, “I’m allergic to crayfish,
you may eat it.”

Bai Rong was speechless and touched at the same time because he was the first man to
shell crayfish for her. However, she was also a rational person. She was a married woman
and would not have a future with a chief who was as outstanding as Gu Mingchen.

She brought up all the dishes and filled his bowl with rice.

It was very quiet at the dining table. Both of them lowered their head to eat without talking
to each other. Soon, Gu Mingchen could see that Bai Rong ate everything but not the plate
of shelled crayfish.

He glanced at her with sorrowful eyes, “Are you going to eat or not?”

“I…” Bai Rong paused and found an excuse at once, “I like to peel it myself.”

He took a piece of crayfish and put it in his mouth. Bai Rong was a little surprised. Isn’t he
allergic to crayfish? Just then, he pressed the back of her head and fed the crayfish into her
mouth.



Bai Rong’s heartbeat was pounding like crazy. She had the crayfish meat in her mouth; not
knowing whether to swallow it or spit it out. Gu Mingchen let go of her and peered at her
lips, “If you want me to feed you like that, feel free to not eat.”

She sat awkwardly, unlike the calm man. He left her no choice but to swallow it. And there
came another glance from him, so the frightened woman quickly put another crayfish in her
mouth.

Gu Mingchen raised the sides of his lips, as though he was smiling. “Am I that scary?” Gu
Mingchen asked.

“Haha.” Bai Rong laughed twice. What do you say?

“Eat slowly. I’ll peel more for you. It’s all yours.” Gu Mingchen’s tone softened a little. That
left the woman speechless again.

“Do you…like me?” Bai Rong asked directly. Hearing her question, Gu Mingchen’s expression
turned solemn.
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“What’s the difference whether I like you or not?” Gu Mingchen asked meaningfully.

“I’m a married woman and I’m not going to cross the bottom line of morality and play with
others’ feelings. I believe there are a lot of people who like you, Chief. You don’t have to play
with fire.” Bai Rong answered in a serious manner.

Gu Mingchen stared at her with a look that seemed calm on the surface but was in fact
ominous.

“Play with fire. Interesting.” Gu Mingchen said ambiguously with a smirk on his face.

“Furthermore, we have just met each other a few times. You might have some good
impressions on me, but please just leave it as that.” Bai Rong explained clearly and
straightforwardly. She believed Gu Mingchen was a wise person and was able to understand
what she meant.



Gu Mingchen glanced at her bowl and said, “Let’s eat.” So the two again lowered their heads
to continue eating. At that moment, the door was pushed open. Gu Tianhang was standing
at the door sizing Bai Rong up and down seriously.

“Dad, why are you here?” Gu Mingchen frowned slightly. His father walked over and threw
the files on the table.

“What you did recently is ridiculous. Doctors of Special Forces must be transferred from the
military area. How could ordinary doctors be qualified?” Gu Tianhang questioned his son.

“This is my problem, not yours.” Gu Mingchen dropped his chopsticks and leaned onto the
chair.

Gu Tianhang didn’t even look at Bai Rong. His vision was locked on Gu Mingchen and he
asked sternly, “Who is she? Who allows you to bring a dubious woman to the military base.”

Gu Mingchen’s eyes gleamed.

He stood up with his body turning frigid and said in a very deep voice, “Reporting to
commander-in-chief, this is my special military district, not your congress nor your CIA. If
you think I have neglected my duty, you can report to the management. But don’t meddle
with my private life. If there is nothing else, you may leave now.”

“Watch your tone! What if she is a spy? You’re gonna ruin your future.” The father gritted his
teeth in anger.

“If she is, send me to the military court for the country’s sanctions regardless of our
relationship as father and son. However, you have no right to interfere in my interactions
with anyone before she is proved to be a spy.” Gu Mingchen said indifferently.

“You are destroying your own future.”

“That’s my business.”

Gu Tianhang had no choice and ordered domineeringly, “You must attend tomorrow’s
banquet. Otherwise, I will announce to the media at the party that Su Wanning is your
fiancée, the daughter-in-law recognized by Gu family.

“Do you think this is fun?” Gu Mingchen said rebelliously. He hated the arranged life awfully.



“Of course. I do it for your own good.” Gu Tianhang said in an autocratic tone.

He looked at Bai Rong and said stately, “Don’t step into the military base anymore. This is
not a place for you to come. You should know your place even if you demean yourself.”

Bai Rong stood up and walked towards the door. it was normal to feel upset to be scolded
like that.

Gu Mingchen took her arm and looked at his father arrogantly, “She is a friend I invited. You
may not understand it, but please show some respect.”

“Respect?!” Gu Tianhang took a pistol out and pointed it at Gu Mingchen’s head, “I can kill
you if you are disobeying me.”

Gu Mingchen took a step forward and put his forehead against the muzzle fearlessly. The
gun was already on the go and it was ready to fire. The father was unable to back down in
such a situation.

Gu Mingchen unyieldingly ignored the fears. The atmosphere was eerily scary. Bai Rong’s
heart was beating like mad.

“I think I should go now. My husband is still waiting for me at home.” Bai Rong withdrew her
hand and bowed to the man, “Thank you, Chief, for saving my life. It was rude of me to visit
you here.”

Then, she turned and bowed to Gu Tianhang, “Please don’t get Chief wrong; I was thinking
that the military and civilians are a family. Chief rescued me in the hostage case previously. I
will not come here anymore if you don’t like it. I’ll leave now.” She fled without looking back.

“She is here to thank you? A married woman?” Gu Tianhang breathed a sigh of relief after
hearing Bai Rong’s explanation and took this opportunity to take the pistol away as he found
a way out of this embarrassing situation.

Gu Mingchen didn’t reply and shouted: “Lieutenant Shang.” Lieutenant Shang came in and
nodded tremblingly. “Send her back.” The man ordered.

“Roger.”

As soon as Bai Rong reached the door, Lieutenant Shang rushed out.



“Ms. Bai, please hold on. Chief asked me to send you back.”

“It’s alright. I’ll take a cab.” Bai Rong refused.

“I have something to tell you,” said Lieutenant Shang.

“What?”

“Let’s talk in the car.” Lieutenant Shang opened the door.

Bai Rong had no choice but to get in. While driving, Lieutenant Shang looked at her in the
rear mirror.

“I think Chief likes you.” Lieutenant Shang said bluntly.

Bai Rong blushed, “We are incompatible.”

“Chief pushes away any woman that kisses him. I have been under Chief for three years.
The man is known for his abstinence. But that night when you were drunk and kissed Chief,
he did not push you away.” Lieutenant Shang explained.

Bai Rong looked at Lieutenant Shang in shock.

She was drunk that night and woke up remembering nothing. And he told her nothing
happened when she asked him. So, it turned out that she had kissed him.

Bai Rong felt greatly uncomfortable. Her chest was undulating, “Well, I’m married. I have a
husband.”

“Married?” Lieutenant Shang was a little surprised and put on an awkward smile on his face.
Engaging in an extramarital affair would stain Chief’s bright future. He did an unnecessary
thing this time and felt that he had made a mistake.

“Hehehe, I’m talking nonsense. Our Chief has a girlfriend. That night, he must have let you
go since you were drunk. Sometimes he is just too shy to reject girls. I must have overthink.
Hahaha.” Lieutenant Shang changed his words immediately.

Bai Rong paused. So he had a girlfriend. Then it must be the passion he was looking for.



Whatever comes fast goes away fast. Her throbbing heart calmed down quietly. Both of
them were from different worlds, even a friendship was almost impossible to form.

Lieutenant Shang cleared his throat as he watched Bai Rong who was leaning against the
window and asked, “Where are you going?”

Bai Rong came back to her senses and said, “Take me to the hospital.” Her phone rang and
it was an unknown number.

“Thank you for just now.” Gu Mingchen’s voice came in through the phone.

Bai Rong was a little embarrassed when she heard his voice, “Well, I was just stating the
facts. You did save me. Treating you a meal was my way of repaying you.”

“You thank me for saving your life with a meal?” Gu Mingchen said in an ambiguous tone
and laughed.

Bai Rong, “…”


